Building Intelligence
Get connected.

Building Intelligence connects your building’s systems to assess data
connectivity, network integrity and overall readiness for your smart
building program. The Switch IoT gateway connects to, and integrates
with, existing systems such as building management systems (BMS),
HVAC, lighting, metering, cameras and access control.
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What do you get?

What do you get?

What do you get?

An IoT gateway with
Switch’s smart building
software, selected to suit
the specific size and type
of building.

Up to 8 hours of remote
support from integration
specialists to ensure full
connectivity.

An interactive report that
provides insights into all
compatible systems and
their data points on the
building network.

Benefit

Benefit

Benefit

Connect and feed data
points to the Switch
Platform to help you
fully understand your
connectivity status.

Bridge the gap between IT
and building management
teams with expert support
and seamlessly integrate
disparate building
systems.

Gain a better understanding
of building data and the
necessary steps to prepare
for and the potential value
from a smart building
program.

Leverage a proven solution
There’s network integration, and then there’s Switch Building
Intelligence. Here are a few things that set us apart:

Tailored

Secure
Hosted on Microsoft Azure,
the Switch Platform passes
advanced data security tests
for top-tier technology and
banking companies.

Switch’s data commissioning
provides in-depth insight into
your sites’ connectivity. From
here, we can help you create
your unique IoT strategy, right
down to recommending which
new type of sensor you should
install next.

Complete

Supported

Building Intelligence is a foundational
site-readiness tool to prepare
for subsequent deployments of
smart building software, including
retrocommissioning, continuous
commissioning and control.

Our team and ecosystem of partners
are here to support your integration
process, answer questions and help
you make the most of Switch Building
Intelligence.

“

“We were able to bring data from a wide variety of sources together onto one network and leveraged
this to evaluate the connectivity of over 7,000 sensors across our entire building portfolio. Not only
did we validate our functional sensors, but we were able to identify disconnected and miscalibrated
devices and the root causes.”
- Portfolio Energy Manager, Commercial Real Estate, Chicago

Get results right away
As easy as 1, 2, 3. Here are the steps to implementing Switch
Building Intelligence:

1

3

Strategy Development &
Project Kick Off

Data Commissioning Report &
Next Steps

The Switch Team works with you to set project
goals and objectives, quantify immediate and
long-term benefits and determine which data
sources to integrate.

STEP

Switch provides automated analytics to
detail all connected devices and identify any
issues with network performance and sensor
readings. You’ll receive an interactive Data
Commissioning Report, detailing which sensors
are connected correctly and which are returning
unusual results, gaining actionable insights to
improve your connectivity.

STEP
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Installation, Integration &
Confirmation
Switch will dispatch your gateway(s), advise
on IoT sensor strategy and provide network
integration support.

STEP

3

Pricing
Simple and transparent fixed pricing, based on building
square footage:

SM AL L BUIL D INGS

L ARGE BUILDINGS

$9,000

$13,500

Less than 100,000 sq ft

More than 100,000 sq ft

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

About Switch
Switch Automation is globally recognized as a leader in
customer-centric smart building program development. We’ll help
you figure out where to start with smart building technology and
develop a strategy that fits and grows with your organization.
We’re experts at quickly identifying improvement opportunities
that will lead to significant return on investment for enterprise real
estate portfolios.

